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OPERATORS  WITH A STRICTLY CYCLIC VECTOR1

BRUCE BARNES

Abstract. In this paper, operators that have a strictly cyclic

vector in a Banach space .ATare studied. It is shown that the spectrum

of such operators has some special properties. When Jfis a Hubert

space, the connection between having a strictly cyclic vector and

irreducibility is explored. If X is an infinite dimensional Hubert

space, it is shown that no hyponormal operator on X has a

strictly cyclic vector.

1. Introduction. Throughout this paper, X is a Banach space and

B(X) is the algebra of all bounded linear operators on X. If TeB(X),

let A (T) be the closed subalgebra of B(X) generated by T and / (the identity

operator on A'). A vector x0 e X is strictly cyclic for T, if

A(T)x0 = {Sx0:SeA(T)} = X.

If T has a strictly cyclic vector in X, then we call T strictly cyclic.

When X=lv, \^p< + oo, several authors have studied strictly cyclic

weighted shifts on A' ([2], [5], [6]). In this paper we consider the following

question: what kind of operators can have a strictly cyclic vector in a

given Banach space XI We find a partial answer to this question by

investigating the class of strictly cyclic operators on X. When X is re-

flexive, we show that strictly cyclic operators on Xhave some very special

properties. For example, when H is an infinite dimensional Hubert space

and Te B(H) is strictly cyclic, then Pis similar to an irreducible operator

[Proposition 7], the spectrum of T* consists entirely of eigenvalues

[Corollary 3], and Pis not hyponormal [Theorem 8].

We mention that as a by-product of our investigation of strictly cyclic

operators, we have some new results concerning strictly cyclic weighted

shifts [Corollary 3] and [Proposition 9].

2. Basic properties. The following notation is in use throughout

this paper: If TeB(X), then sp(P) denotes the spectrum of T, p(T)

denotes the spectral radius of T, and the range and null space of T are

denoted by 0l(T) and jV(T), respectively.
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In this section we prove some of the basic properties of strictly cyclic

operators.

Proposition 1. Assume that T e B(X) has a strictly cyclic vector

x0 e X. Then

(1) the map S—*Sxa is a bicontinuous isomorphism of A(T) onto X, and

(2) if SeB(X) and S commutes with T, then S e A(T).

In particular, (2) implies that A(T) is weakly closed.

Proof. Assume S e B(X) and S commutes with T. Since A(T)x0=X,

there exists R e A(T) such that Rx0=SxQ. Then xa eA^(R—S), so that

X=A(T)x0^Jr(R-S). Therefore S=ReA(T). This same argument

proves that S-^Sx0 is an isomorphism of A(T) onto X, and since this

map is continuous, it is bicontinuous by the closed graph theorem.

This proves both (1) and (2).

Let TeB(X), and let B be the weakly closed subalgebra of B(X)

generated by T and /. Some authors call x0 e X a strictly cyclic vector for

T if Bx0=X. This definition is equivalent to the one we have used. For

assume that Bx0=X. As in the proof of Proposition 1, one can establish

that 5—>Sx0 is a bicontinuous isomorphism of B onto X. Therefore

A(T)x0 is a closed subspace of X. Then since A(T) is weakly dense in B

and Bx0=X, it follows that Ax0 is weakly dense in X. Therefore Axo=X,

so that x0 is a strictly cyclic vector for T.

If x e X, let (x) denote the subspace of X spanned by x.

Theorem 2. Assume that Te B(X) has a strictly cyclic vector x0 e X.

Then T is invertible if and only if x0 e (¿%(T))~~. Furthermore, if T is not

invertible, then X={x0)®(â?(T))~

Proof. Suppose that x0 e (¡M(T)T~. Then there exists a sequence

{yn}cX such that Tyn->x0. There exists a sequence of polynomials

Qn(X) such that \\Qn(T)x0-yJ^0. Therefore, \\TQn(T)xo-x0\\^0.

Let Pn(X)=XQn(X). We have that ||(Fn(F)-/)x0||->-0, so by Proposition

1(1), ||Fn(F)—/||-»-0. This implies that there exists a positive integer m

such that Pm(T) is invertible. Then, since sp(Fm(F))=Fm(sp(F)) and

Fm(0)=0, it follows that 0 £ sp(F). Thus when x0 e (3t(T))~, then F is

invertible. The converse is obvious.

Now assume that T is not invertible. Then by the previous argument,

x0 £ (0t(T))~. If y0eX, then there exists a sequence of polynomials

{Pn(X)} such that ||Fn(F)x0-y„|K0. Then since Pn(T)x0 e (x0)®(<M(T))-

for all n^l and (x0)®(â$(T))~~ is a closed subspace of X, it follows that

y0 e (xf)@(¿%(T))~. This completes the proof of the theorem.

If F £ B(X), let 7" denote the adjoint operator of F. When X is a Hubert

space, we use F* to denote the Hubert space adjoint of T.
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Corollary 3. Assume that T e B(X) has a strictly cyclic vector

x0 e X. Then sp(7") (or sp(T*), if X is a Hubert space) consists entirely

of eigenvalues, and the corresponding eigenspaces are all one dimensional.

Proof. The vector x0 is a strictly cyclic vector for X—T for any

scalar X. If X e sp(T') (or X e sp(T*), if Zis a Hubert space), then X e sp(T),

so that X—T is not invertible. Then by Theorem 2, (¿%(X— T))~ has

codimension one in X. This implies the corollary.

If TeB(X), then A(T) is a commutative Banach algebra. Let ÍÍ be

the carrier space of A(T), i.e. O is the set of all nonzero multiplicative

linear functionals on A(T). If S e A(T), then we denote by § (the Gel'fand

transform of S) the function defined on Q by §(w) = u>(S), w eil. We use

this notation in the next theorem.

Theorem 4. Assume that X is reflexive and that T e B(X) is strictly

cyclic. IfX0e sp(T) and |A„| = ||r||, then X0 is an isolated point ofsp(T).

Proof. First we note that by Proposition 1(2), the spectrum of T

relative to the commutative Banach algebra A(T) is the same as sp(T).

We may assume X0?±0. Let Q. be the carrier space of A(T). Define

F0 = {œeu:f(œ) = Xl)}.

Let S=%(XZ1T+I). Then by the proof of [7, Lemma (3.3.10), p. 138],
||S|| = 1 and {ft)eQ:S(co)=l} = {o>eü:|^(co)| = l} = r„. Thus §(co)=l

for w e r„, \§(co)\ < 1 for o» ̂  ro, and {Sn} is a bounded sequence in A(T).

Now by Proposition 1, A(T) is bicontinuously isomorphic to the reflexive

Banach space X. It follows that any bounded set in A(T) is weakly se-

quentially compact [1, Theorem 28, p. 68]. Therefore some subsequence

of {Sn} converges weakly to an element ReA(T). Since every co e Q

is a continuous linear functional on A(T), then A(co) = \ if co e T„ and

Ê(œ)=0 if co ̂  r„. Let V=T-X0R. Then

sp(F) = {V(œ):m e Ü} = (sp(T)\{A0}) u {0}.

Since sp(T) and sp(K) are compact sets, {X0} is an isolated point of sp(7).

3. Irreducibility. In this section we prove that if Te B(H) is strictly

cyclic, then Tis the orthogonal direct sum of a finite number of irreducible

operators [Theorem 6] and T is similar to an irreducible operator

[Proposition 7]. But first, we give an example of a reducible, strictly

cyclic operator on an infinite dimensional Hubert space.

Example 5. Assume that H is an infinite dimensional Hubert space.

Fix a positive integer n. Let {xx, ■ ■ ■ , x„} be an orthonormal set in H.

Let Ek be the orthogonal projection of H onto (xk),  l_fc_«.  Let
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K={xx, • • • , *n}x. Choose positive real numbers, Xk, l—^k^n+l, such

that Ai>A2>- • ->AB+1. Choose S e B(H) such that S(xk)=0 for

1 =k=n, S(K)cz K, S\¿ has a strictly cyclic vector xn+x e K, and A„+i> ||S||.

Let T=XXEXA-+XnEn+S. Then

(K'TT = EX + (K%TEt +■■■ + (Klh)mEn + (K'S)™.

Thus (A^rr-i-Fi as m->+oo. Then EieAVT). Let Fi=A2F2-|-(-

XnEn+S e A(T). The same argument as before proves that (A21F1)m—*-E2

as m—>-+oo. Therefore E2 e ACT), and repeating this argument we have

Ek e A(T), 1 =k=n, and S e A(T).

Now let x0=xx+- ■ ■+xn+i. We proceed to verify that x0 is a strictly

cyclic vector for T. Let y0 e H be given. Then j0=í"i-xi + ' ' '+/*»*.»+zb

where the /¿j. are scalars and z0 6 A^. Let IK=I—(EX + - • •+ErA e ACT).

Since xn+x e K is strictly cyclic for S\K, then there exists R in the closed

subalgebra of B(H) generated by IK and S such that R(xn+X)=z0. Note

that Re ACT) and Äfe)=0,  l=k<n. Then   H^,«^-!-h/inFn-|-
R e A(T), and H7*,,^,,. Thus x0 is strictly cyclic for T.

Theorem 6. Assume that T e B(H) has a strictly cyclic vector x0 e H.

Then there exists a finite mutually orthogonal collection of subspaces of

H that reduce T, {Hx, ■ ■ ■ , //„}, such that H=HX®- ■ •©//„ and

T=TX®- • -®F„ where each Tk is an irreducible operator in B(Hk)

with a strictly cyclic vector in Hk.

Proof. Let B be the closed *-subalgebra of B(H) generated by F,

T*, and /. Define a positive functional/on B by f(S)=(Sx0, x0), S e B.

Let

Kf = {S e B:f(S*S) = 0} = {S e B:Sx0 = 0}.

The quotient space B—Kf={S+Kf:S e B} is normed by the norm

\\S + Kf\\f=f(S*S)"2=\\Sx0\\,

and by the usual quotient norm,

\\S + Kf\\ = inf{\\S-R\\:ReKf}.

It is easy to verify that B—Kf is complete in both these norms and that

||xj HS-H/CH = \\S+Kf\\f for all S e B. Then by the closed graph theorem
the norms are equivalent on B—Kf. Certain of the arguments of H.

Halpern in [4] apply exactly to this situation. The commutant B' of B

in B(H) has the properties :

(i) If F is a nonzero projection in B', then F majorizes a minimal

projection Ee B' [4, Lemma 1].

(ii) A maximal set of mutually orthogonal minimal projections in

B' must be finite [4, the proof of Proposition 2].
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Now by (i) we can choose a nonempty maximal set of mutually orthog-

onal minimal projections in *', and by (ii), this set is finite. Let {Ex, • • • ,

E„} be this set, and let Hk=¿%(Ek), \=k—n. Then H is the orthogonal

direct sum of the subspaces Hk, the collection {Hx, ■ • ■ , H„} reduces *,

and * acts irreducibly on each Hk, l=k=n. Write x0 as xx + - ■ -+x„

where xkeHk, l=/c=«, and let Tk=T\Hk, \=k<n. Then T=TX®- • •©

Tn. If y e Hk, then for some R e A(T),

Rx0 = Rxk = (R\Hk)xk = y.

There exists a sequence of polynomials {P„(X)} such that P„(T)^-R.

Therefore

Pn(T\HJ=P„(T)\Hk^R\Hk.

Then R\H¡¡ e A(Tk) and (R\Hk)xk= y> This proves that xk is strictly cyclic

for Tk on Hk.

Proposition 7. If Te B(H) has a strictly cyclic vector x0 e H, then T

is similar to an irreducible operator.

Proof. Choose Aesp(T). By Theorem 2, H=(x0)®(@(XI-T))~.

Choose Fan invertible operator in *(//) such that Vx0=x0 and F maps

(Xo)1 onto (®(XI-T))—. Let S=V~1(XI-T)V=XI-V-1TV. Then x0

is strictly cyclic for S and (x0)=Ar(S*)=(&(S))~1. Then the argument

used in [3, p. 895] to prove that weighted shifts are irreducible applies to S.

Then since S is irreducible, V~XTV is irreducible.

4. Some operators that are not strictly cyclic. The results of §§2 and 3

point to the conclusion that strictly cyclic operators on a reflexive space

are very special. In this section we add further evidence pointing in the

same direction by showing that no hyponormal operator on an infinite

dimensional Hubert space is strictly cyclic. Also, later in this section, we

prove that any weighted shift S on l", l<p< + ao, such that ||5||=p(5),

is not strictly cyclic.

Theorem 8. Assume that T is a hyponormal operator on an infinite

dimensional Hubert space H. Then T does not have a strictly cyclic vector

inH.

Proof. Assume that Thas a strictly cyclic vector in H. Then by Prop-

osition 1, A(T) is a reflexive Banach space. Suppose that a scalar Xx is an

eigenvalue for T. Let E be the projection with range j¥(XxI— T). Then

TE=XXE, and by [10, Lemma 2], T*E=XXE. Therefore ET=TE=XXE.

By Proposition 1 it follows that E e A(T). Suppose that Thas an infinite
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sequence {Xk} of distinct eigenvalues and let {Ek} be the corresponding

sequence of projections such that EkT=TEk=XkEk. By [10, Lemma 3],

EkEj=0 if k^j. Then the sequence of projections generates a closed com-

mutative *-subalgebra C of B(H) such that CcA(T). Thus C is a re-

flexive Banach space. Since C is infinite dimensional, this contradicts a

result of S. Sakai [9, Proposition 2]. Thus T has at most a finite number

of distinct eigenvalues.

Now by [10, Theorem 1], \\T\\=p(T). If X0esp(T) and PU—17|>
then by Theorem 4, X0 is an isolated point of the spectrum of T. Then by

[10, Theorem 2], X0 is an eigenvalue of T. Therefore Thas an eigenvalue.

Let {X0, • • • ,Xn} be the collection of all the distinct eigenvalues of T

(this collection must be finite). Let {£„, • • • , £„} be the corresponding

projections such that TEk=EkT=XkT, 0_/c_«, and EkE¡=0, kj¿j.

Let N=Jik=0 XkEk eA(T). Since AT is normal and N commutes with T,

it is easy to verify that T—N is hyponormal. Then, arguing as before,

there must exist an eigenvalue p0 of T—N such that |/i„| = ||r— N\\.

Assume p0j^0. Choose y e //, y^O, such that (T—N)y=p0y. Then

Ek(poy)=Ek(T-N)y=0, 0=k=n. Therefore N(y) = 2L0XkEky=0. It
follows that Ty=(T—N)y=p0y. Then pç, = Xk for some k, which is a

contradiction since Eky=0. Thus \\T— N\\ = \p0\=0, and this is clearly

impossible since H is infinite dimensional.

Assume that H is an infinite dimensional Hubert space and T e B(H) is

hyponormal. If T* is strictly cyclic, then A(T*) is a reflexive Banach space.

It follows that A(T) is reflexive. This, as in the proof of Theorem 8, leads

to a contradiction. Thus the adjoint of a hyponormal operator on H

cannot be strictly cyclic.

Proposition 9.   If S is a strictly cyclic weighted shift on lp, 1 </» < + oo,

then P(S)<\\S\\.

Proof. Assume that S is a strictly cyclic shift on lp for some p,

l<p< + oo, and p(S)=||S|| = l. Choose A„ e sp(5) such that |A„| = 1.

By Theorem 4, X0 is an isolated point of sp(S). But sp(S) is a disk centered

at 0 [8, Corollary, p. 351]. This is a contradiction, since X0 is an isolated

point of sp(5^.

Let {e„}X=x denote the standard Schauder basis in any of the ¡p spaces,

l^/»<-|-oo. Let {otjj be a sequence of nonzero scalars, and let S be the

weighted shift on l" such that Sen = cnnen+X, n_l. Making use of an argu-

ment due to J. Stampfli [11], we prove that if lim|aJ = ||S'||, then

p(S)= \\S\\. Thus by Proposition 9, no weighted shift S on P, \<p< + oo,

with the property that lim|aJ = ||S|] is strictly cyclic.

We assume for convenience that ¡]5|| = 1. Let r;t be any two real

numbers such that 0<r<r<l. Since lim|a„| = l, then r|an|-1<i for all
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but a finite number of positive integers n. Set <x0=l, and assume p~*+

q~1=l. Then the vector
+ 00

» = 2 (*«** ' ' ' a«-i)_lrne»
n=l

is in Ia. A direct calculation verifies that S'u=ru (S' is the adjoint of S).

Thus p(S) = p(S')>r. This proves that p(5) = l = ||5||.

Added in proof. There is some overlap of § §2 and 4 of this paper with

two papers by Alan Lambert, [Pacific J. Math. 39 (1971), 717-726] and

[Indiana Math. J. 22 (1973), 959-963]. The paper in the Indiana Math J.
had not yet appeared when this article was submitted, and the author was

unaware until recently of the paper in the Pacific J. Math.
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